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Dear Everybody,
Following the great feedback we got after last year's sailing trips, I received many inquiries into possibility to
organize something similar this year. I am therefore very happy to be able to offer you 3 different sailing
trips for those few days you will be spending in our beautiful city!
Each of them is carefully planned for you, to experience the most of it in a relaxing way in such a short time
(since next time you come to Split, you'll want to have at least a week ☺)
All the trips start from the marina in front of your hotel just after breakfast, and end on time for the evening
programs or dinner. In just one day you can sail, swim, sightsee, taste some local food and wine,
experience the life on the island, and learn more about our traditions and history.
Just choose the day/route and send me a mail for reservation as soon as possible (since there are
maximum 12 places for each trip!)
I am here for all the questions and help you need!

Regards,
Ivana Jurić
ivana@sail-charter-in-croatia.com

www.sail-charter-in-croatia.com
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Sailing trips from Split
SUNDAY 4th September 2011. SAILING TRIP TO ISLAND BRAČ with trip to Vidova Gora
MONDAY 5th September 2011. SAILING TRIP TO ISLAND ŠOLTA with 'Olive tour'
TUESDAY 6th September 2011. Brač or Šolta (repeated)
WEDNESDAY 7th September 2011. SPEED BOAT TRIP TO BOL AND ZLATNI RAT (Brač)

Exploring Tradition In Secret Dalmatia- Visit ŠOLTA and BRAČ
All over the world, Croatia is mostly famous for its region Dalmatia, boasting with long coast full
of islands, amazing Mediterranean climate, chrystal blue sea and long history of life and culture. Exploring
islands is the best and the most unique way to experience the true colours, smells and tastes of Dalmatia!
Šolta and Brač are two closest islands to Split, both inhabited and very interesting to visit.
Brač is the largest and the highest of the central Dalmatian group of islands, also a popular tourist
destination, but still mostly undiscovered and unspoilt by modern life and mass tourism.
It has been continuously inhabited since Paleolitic times, and traces of different eras can be found
everywhere. Today, in more than 20 little and distinctive villages, there are just around 14.000 inhabitants.
The climate is typically mediterranean- hot and sunny summers, mild winters, rainy autumns and bright
springs- thus perfect for peaceful and relaxing life throughout the year.
Brač is well known for its local agricultural products and vegetation; it is covered with pines, olives, figs and
grapevine plantations. Unlike many other Croatian islands, Brač managed to keep its traditions alive with
local people still living from what they grow on land inherited from their ancestors, just like in the old times.
Brač is also famous for its special stone, and tradition in cutting, sculpturing and using it everywhere.
Šolta is a little island very close to Split, but very peaceful and unique. Life is still simple and slow here, the
nature unspoilt, the atmosphere relaxing and reminiscent of centuries ago. This is a perfect place to learn
about our tradition, ways of life and see for yourself how relaxing and slow time can pass...

Enjoy the morning on the boat_Sailing towards Šolta or Brač
True enjoyment is never in just being somewhere, but even more in getting there; experience cruising on a
beautiful yacht, surrounded by chrystal blue sea in the morning light...
Our fully equipped and crewed Bavaria 50 Cruiser is a perfect choice for safe and relaxing sailing in the
calm Adriatic winds. Our local and experienced, English speaking skipper will make sure you are
completely comfortable. You just have to relax and enjoy... Spend your time on board in lying in the sun or
having coffee, tea, beer or a glass of wine in the shade, enjoying the sounds of nature and beautiful
relaxing sea view.
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SUNDAY 4th September 2011. SAILING TRIP TO ISLAND BRAČ

Just two hours sailing from your hotel gets you to Pučišća, the biggest and for some people the most
beautiful Brač village, famous for its stone querry and the oldest stone cutting school in Europe. The
tradition of stone cutting on Brač originates from Roman times while this querry in Pučišća was established
as early as middle ages, and supplied enough stone for more than half buldings of medieval Split.
You can take a walk along the seafront, take photos of beautiful stone sculptures and amazing architectural
stone details, take a peep through the windows of school's workshop (sometimes it is open for visit), and
buy some stone souvenirs.

The 30 minutes drive in a van through the interior of the island, takes you to the highest peak of all
Croatian islands- Vidova Gora. From the 778 metres high promontory you can see all the islands of Split
archipelago, and sometimes, in very clear days, as far as the coast of Italy. Just bellow the hill, in the
distance, you'll see the most famous Croatian beach- Zlatni Rat in Bol.

Another 15 minutes in a van get you to Donji Humac, another stone Brač village, famous for 'Kopačina',
according to many people, the best restaurant on the island. Here you'll taste the most famous Brač
traditional dish- roast lamb on a spit, together with some other homemade specialitis, cooked on traditional
receipes...
After lunch, the 15 minute drive takes you to Splitska, a little coastal village, where the yacht is waiting to
take you for another hour and a half under the sails, and back to your hotel...
Group: 8-12 people
Price per person: 135€
Price includes: -skippered yach with equippment, fuel and welcome drinks (local vine, beer, juice, water,
coffee, tea)
Van transport (as in the programe) and lunch in Kopačina -welcome homemade aperitifs, domestic
prosciutto and cheese, lamb, salad, desert. (Supplement for fish menu- 10€)
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MONDAY 5th September 2011. SAILING TRIP TO ISLAND ŠOLTA

Sailing to Stomorska, a picturesque village on the north coast of Šolta. You can stop by for a
swim on your way, or somewhere on the island.
Walk along the seafront and feel the atmosphere of old traditional island village.

Van transport to Gornje Selo for the unique 'Olive tour' (special recommendation!). The tour with lunch lasts
around 3-4 hours and includes visiting the old olive groves, new olive mill, presentation of the oil production
on the island and in the mill, olive oil tasting (different local types of extra virgin olive oil and aromatic olive
oils) and lunch in the mill- everything with different aromatic olive oil: bruschette, homemade traditional
seafood risotto, salad... and famous local Dobričić vine.

Late afternoon return to the boat and sailing back to the hotel.

Group: 8-12 people
Price per person: 115€
Price includes: -skippered yach with equippment, fuel and welcome drinks (local vine, beer, juice, water,
coffee, tea)
-'Olive oil tour'- transport from Stomorska, tour of olive groves and the mill, oil tasting, lunch at the mill with
Dobricic wine
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liWEDNESDAY 7th September 2011. SPEED BOAT TRIP TO BOL AND ZLATNI RAT (Brač)

The most famous place on Brač (and maybe on all Croatian islands!) is Zlatni Rat (Golden
Cape), a beach close to village Bol on the south coast of the island. Since it is a quite distant destination for
one day of sailing, we chose to organise it with a speed boat. This way you can have enough time to
experience the beautiful village (maybe visit a precious franciscan monastery or wine tasting?), have lunch
in one of the local restaurants, and of course- swim on the famous pebbely beach.

The Golden Cape beach stretches into the sea with its half-kilometre long body, changing its shape
depending on the wind. Being the only beach in the world that grows vertically to the coast, it is really a true
world phenomenon and a place worth visiting.

Cranchi 41, a luxury motor boat which will get you to Bol in 45 minutes (2x 350HP)
Group: 8-10 people
Price per person: 225€
Price includes: Cranchi 41 fully equipped and skippered, (with fuel), from Le Meridien to Bol and back,
welcome drinks on board

For all questions and reservation, please don’t hesitate to contact me:
ivana@sail-charter-in-croatia.com
+385 (0)91 539 00 89
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